This Statute is an Official Invitation to the Competition

INTERNATIONAL SPACE MODELS COMPETITION

"Korkyt-Ata CUP"

(FAI WORLD CUP)

Location: Kazakhstan, Baikonur (Cosmodrome Baikonur), held from 15 to 18 September, 2023

Organization: The Ministry of culture and sports of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Republican public Association "Kazakhstan Federation of aviation sports" (KazFAS), the Aero club of Almaty, the International Space School city Baikonur (ISS).

Categories: S4A, S6A, S7, S8P, S9A.

Frequencies: 35, 40 MHz, 2,4 GHz.

Place: The competition will take place in Baikonur, Kazakhstan. GPS 45°41′21.7″ 63024′00.6″. 1400 km of Almaty, 1300 km of Astana, Kazakhstan’s capital.

Rules: The international rules of Sporting Code FAI effective since 1st January 2023. The participants have right to be accessed if they have the valid FAI License (ID number).

FAI JURY

Mr. Balakhonov Konstantin (UZB) ___ jury chairman
Mr. Oxenenko Aleksey (KAZ) ___ member
Mr. Prochshalygin Evgeniy (KAZ) ___ member
Mr. Filchukov Uriy (KAZ) ___ reserve

Scale JUDGES

Mr. Zimkin Dmitriy (UZB) ___ judge chief
Mr. Nemerjitskiy Aleksandr (UZB) ___ judge
Mr. Shpak Yelena (KAZ) ___ judge
Mr. Gavrilov Valeriy (UZB) ___ reserve (for measurements)

RSO

Mr. Ibragimov Igor (UZB) ___

Official Languages

Kazakh, Russian, English.

Awards: The Winners of Individual Championship at each class of models will be rewarded by diplomas, medals, cups. Three of the best junior, female in each category will be awarded be special diplomas and medals.

Fees: Entry fee € 30 for sportsmen’s (participants), € 15 juniors.

Protests: € 30.

Banquet: € 15

Payments: Accommodation and food costs: Hotel "Central" luxury room - € 94, single room - € 55, double room - € 32 per person, Hotel "Studencheskaya" single room- € 26, double room - € 20 per person, triple room - € 14 per person, Hostel ISS- € 6 per person. Per day meals - € 8.

In standby time possible excursion for participants at the memorial complex Korkyt-Ata: for 1 juniors - € 3; for 1 sportsmen’s (participants)- € 5.

Contact: of Kaz FAS - Oksenenko Alexey, mob. +7 701 746 1968, e-mail: alex-ok@bk.ru;
of ISS - Prochshalygin Evgenii, phone-fax: 8 (33622) 54332, mob.+7 705 182 16 25, e-mail: evgeniy_pro@list.ru
Preliminary applications for participation in competitions and copies of documents (birth certificate, identity card, passport, place of work (study) - position, residence permit) for a pass to the city of Baikonur must be submitted no later than 01.08. 2023

APPLICATION FORM "Korkyt-Ata CUP" 2023
Surname_________________________ Name _________________Date of the birth_________________
№ of the document ( when and whom it was given)___________________________________________
Home address________________________________________________________________________
Contact Phone___________________№ of FAI License_______________(ID number)___________
Models Classes________________________________________________________________________

COMPETITION PROGRAM
(preliminary)

September, 15 Friday
Arrival, registration of participants.
20.00-22.00  Meeting of representatives of teams, judges, delivery of models – S7 for measurements, (ISS). Registration of classes S6A, S4A, (ISS).

September, 16 Saturday
7.30-8.00    Breakfast
8.00-8.30    Moving to a place of start
8.30-9.30    Trainings
9.30-10.00  Official opening competitions
10.00-10.30 Registration of classes S6A
10.30-13.30 Start of class S6A
13.30-14.30 Lunch
14.30-15.00 Registration of class S4A
15.00-18.00 Start of class S4A
18.00-19.00 Fly off S6A, S4A
19.00-19.30 Departure from a place of start
19.30-20.30 Supper
21.00-22.00 Registration of classes S9A, S8P

September, 17 Sunday
7.30-8.00    Breakfast
8.00-8.30    Moving to a place of start
8.30-9.00    Registration S9A
9.00-12.00  Start of models S9A
12.00-14.30 Start of class S7
14.30-15.00 Lunch
15.00-15.15 Registration of class of models S8P
15.15-18.10 Start of models S8P
18.10-19.00 Fly off S9A
19.00-19.30 Departure from a place of start
20.00    Ceremonies of rewarding of winners, Banquet.

September, 18 Monday
7.30-8.00    Breakfast
9.00-14.30  The program of excursion, reserve time.
15.00    Departure of participants

The organizers reserve the right to change the schedule as the situation demands.